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1 - Introduction 
 
This is a visualization project therefore, first I will explain a bit what is a data visualization,                 
which is intended to achieve with it and justify a little the need to be able to abstract from the                    
data to extract valid conclusions, especially in a case like in which the data have a very high                  
dimensionality. 
 
 
A data visualization is basically to take a series of numerical values and present              
them to the receiver, the person who is going to visualize them, in order to facilitate                
the interpretation of them. A data visualization can be a table with numbers or a               
complex set of geometric shapes that represent something in particular. For this            
reason it is necessary, for an effective visualization, not only to know the morphology              
of the data, but also to extract information from them in order to choose one or                
another solution when representing them. As important as choosing a good           
visualization, it is allowing this data to be manipulated by the user, allowing him to               
highlight areas of interest in the group over others, or highlighting certain            
components in order to carry out a more detailed analysis. 
 
Subsequently, the type of data that the application will handle will be explained in more               
detail, but basically, the challenge is that the data set has a high dimensionality. Each               
element subject of study in the application is defined by a total of 2000 different values. This                 
makes extracting information from them a tedious task without manipulating them and an             
effective visualization. 
 

1.1 - Problem formulation 
 
 
Nowadays the use of machine learning is booming. Its use is extending to a large number of                 
areas such as :  1

 
● Face detection. 
● Face, voice, objects or text recognition. 
● Search engines: Improve results and suggestions. 
● Anti-spam: Recognition of spam. 
● Anti-virus: Computer protection. 

 
 

1  ¿Qué es Machine Learning y qué aplicaciones tiene en nuestro día a día? 
https://www.intelygenz.es/que-es-machine-learning-y-que-aplicaciones-tiene-dia-a-dia/ 
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Although at a high level, for people with technological knowledge, it is easy to understand               
what is a neural network, how it feeds and because it gives us a result, it is not easy to see                     
in an understandable way the whole process behind it. 
Master's student Carlos Escolano is working on a neural network that translates sentences             
between several different languages, for his master's thesis [1]. It is a neural network              
capable of learning from previously translated texts. 
 
 
The neuronal architecture used in this project has as input a phrase to translate and               
generates a vector with 2,000 values at the output. It requires a tool that can simplify the                 
visualization and comparison of this data. For example, the sentence: Today is going to rain,               
produces an X coding vector and the sentence: Tomorrow it's going to rain, produces a Y                
coding vector. The neural network translates X, into Catalan, as: Avui plourà and Y as:               
Demà plourà . Then we want to be able to see the differences between the two translation                 
vectors to try to understand the functioning of the neuronal architecture. This comparison will              
allow to evaluate what is really happening in the encoder. Ideally, if the two translation               
vectors were exactly the same, the translation would be very easy to carry out by means of a                  
decoding process from the translation vectors to either of the two languages. In the              
architecture on which the application will be based, this problem is not solved. Then the idea                
is that each of the languages receive a totally characteristic coding and train the decoder to                
make the necessary transformations between the two languages and therefore end up            
translating the text correctly. 
By means of the visualization tool it must be possible to visualize if the coding is the desired                  
one or not really. 
 

1.2 - Objectives of the project 
 
Once the problem to be addressed is contextualized, the main objective of this project is to                
provide a tool to visualize and compare the outputs caused by different inputs in order to                
analyze the behavior of the neural network and in case they occur divergences detect where               
they occur. This will facilitate the task to researchers who are working on the project and can                 
draw conclusions more easily. 
 
These are the main objectives that must be addressed: 
 
 

● Study the best way to represent a vector of 2,000 elements so that conclusions can               
be drawn from the representation. 

● Design and implement a visualization system that allows to show the information of             
the intermediate representation in a visual way so that conclusions can be drawn             
about the content of the data. 

● Implement a graphical interface so that new sentences can be introduced to translate             
and compare them. 

● Study and implement useful functionalities in the application. 
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1.3 - Actors involved 
 
At this point the main actors involved in the project will be defined. 
 

● Design and development: As it is a final degree project made by only one person, I                
will assume the roles of designer and developer. 

● Project management: In this project the principal director will be Pere Pau Vazquez             
Alcocer. Marta R. Costa-jussà will also act as co-director as the project is defined as               
a complement to a research supervised by her and the support of master student              
Carlos Escolano. 

● Users: The main users will be researchers who work with the neural network on              
which the application will be developed. 
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2 - State of the art 

2.1 - Visualization in neural networks. 
 
An attempt has been made to look for some type of similar application without any results                
obtained. This was quite expected since an application with the characteristics of which it is               
intended to develop does not make much commercial sense much beyond the scope of the               
research. It is possible that some type of tool has been made for researchers, but because                
each neural network has its characteristics surely the same researchers will have done it              
and they have not transcended. A solution must be developed from 0 in order to address this                 
project. All the solutions found in terms of data visualization have not seemed applicable to               
me in this specific case. 
 

2.2 - D3 Graphic Library 
 
The D3 graphics library offers a very powerful graphical solution. D3 is a JavaScript              2

graphical library that produces dynamic and interactive infograms in web browsers based on             
data. This library was developed mainly by Mike Bostock, after leaving his post at the New                
York Times where he led complex data visualization projects. Mike Bostock is a doctor from               
Stanford University and specializes in data visualization. 
This library combines SVG , HTML5 and CSS to produce interactive graphics with a very              3 4 5

modern visual appearance and pleasing to the eye. 
A preliminary study has been carried out to see what graphic options this library offers us                
and some examples that can serve as a base have been found . 6

 

2 Data-Driven Documents 
3 Scalable Vector Graphics 
4 HyperText Markup Language, versión 5 
5 Cascading Stylesheets 
6 Over 1000 D3.js Examples and Demos 
http://techslides.com/over-1000-d3-js-examples-and-demos 
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Fig. 1 - Matrix representation of data 

 
Fig.2 - Graph of draggable area and with the possibility of zooming out 

 
Fig.3 - Difference graph 
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In figures 1, 2 and 3 you can see some of the possibilities offered by the D3 library. 
 
 

2.3 - T-SNE dimensionality reduction 
 
In the prototyping phase of the project, the need to carry out a reduction in the                
dimensionality of the data was detected in order to offer a more manageable representation              
of the same. Representing data with more than 3 or 4 dimensions is extremely complicated               
and from 3 dimensions it is really difficult to extract relevant information such as patterns or                
groupings. After studying several methods, t-SNE [2] was chosen because it is a more              
consolidated method and its operation is contrasted. In addition, an implementation was            
found in JavaScript that was perfectly adapted to the graphic library with which the              
application was being developed. This algorithm is explained in depth later in this document. 
 
 

2.3 - State of the art conclusions 
 
Once the options have been explored, a basis has been obtained on which to start building.                
The challenge as discussed above will be the large volume of data that will be managed. A                 
possible solution will be to carry out a combination of example 2 and 3 in which a subset of                   
the data is displayed on the screen, being able to move the view through them easily. 
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3 - Scope of the project 

3.1 - Scope 
 
Visualization applications have a design part that makes the development of the same             
iterative, you have to design, evaluate and discard or continue to improve the results. 
Therefore, in the first stages of the project, a prototyping phase will be carried out with                
different possible representations of the data. These prototypes will be presented to the             
project management to receive feedback on them. 
Once the part of the graphic representation has been defined, possible extra functionalities             
to be implemented in the application with the main actors involved will be studied. 
With all this will proceed to implement the agreed solution. The solution will be developed in                
JavaScript using the D3 graphics library. The choice of this technology is due to the great                
portability and non-dependence of the system in which the application is executed and to              
which D3 offers a wide range of quite powerful graphic solutions. 
 

3.2 - Concrete objectives 
 
In order for the result of the project to be satisfactory, the application must meet the following                 
requirements: 
 

● The application can be executed from the main current browsers. 
● The application is able to offer the user useful information of the translations. With              

this information, the user can interpret exactly how the neural network is behavingl. 
● The application represents in a useful way the differences between the result of 2              

different translations. 
● The application offers a series of utilities agreed with the users. 

 

3.3 - Possible obstacles 

3.3.1- Not getting a useful representation 
 
The main obstacle with which I can come up with when carrying out the project is not to get                   
a useful representation of the data. To try to avoid that the project ends with an                
unsatisfactory representation, I will thoroughly investigate possible solutions and I will be in             
direct contact with the project director, since his areas of specialization include graphic             
computing and visualization of data that are the central axis of this project. 
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3.3.2 - Limited time 
 
The time to develop the project is tight and there are not much time to deal with unforeseen                  
events. To minimize this risk I will put special dedication in the planning stage and will                
comply with it. 

3.3.3 - Code errors 
 
In any medium-large development, it is necessary to be careful from the first lines of code                
since as the size of the code grows, problems from the first moments to more advanced                
coding stages can be dragged. To avoid these problems, before I start coding, I will plan the                 
entire design of the application architecture. 
 

3.4 - Tools  
 
For the follow-up, as it is a software project that can be executed in any browser, from the                  
first moments the code will be in a public repository in GitHub. This will facilitate that the                 
actors involved can access it, test it and be able to have constant feedback on the progress                 
of the project. 
For the documentation of the project, Google Drive and Google Docs will be used for the                
flexibility of having everything in the cloud and being able to access from anywhere. 
For the temporary planning of the project, GanttProject will be used since it is a free tool and                  
it is enough to carry out the planning. 
The code will be developed with Sublime Text, a free text editor that recognizes JavaScript               
syntax without problems. 
 

3.5 - Validation method 
 
For the validation of the application several presentations will be carried out with the actors               
involved. Regular meetings will be held to discuss the progress of the project and the               
possible changes that should be carried out at each stage of the project's development. 
A fluid communication will be maintained with all the actors involved so that it can be                
successfully completed. 
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3.6 - Methodology 
 
Due to the nature of the project and that will be carried out by only one person, the most                   
appropriate methodology to execute it is the incremental one. It will be carried out with three                
iterations that will increase the application. The first iteration will be of prototyping in which               
the graphic representation of the data will be defined. The second iteration will add the               
functionalities agreed to the application and finally a third iteration in which special emphasis              
will be placed on debugging the application and the aesthetic part of the system. 
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4 - Project planning 

 
4.1 - Calendar 
 
 
The duration of this project is about 4 months starting on February 19, coinciding with the                
start of the GEP and ending on June 13 to be able to defend it at the end of June. 
Project planning is estimated and may be subject to changes due to unforeseen events. 
 

4.2 - Project plan 

4.2.1 - Project planning 
 
In this initial phase, which coincides with the realization of the GEP, the following aspects               
are defined: 
 

● Scope (includes state of the art and contextualization): The scope of the project is              
detailed, the state of the art at the time of its realization and the contextualization. It                
also defines the tools that will be used, possible obstacles and validation methods. 

● Temporary planning: Project execution is planned in temporal terms. The duration of            
each phase of the project is detailed. 

● Budget and sustainability: The sustainability of the project is analyzed. A budget of             
the cost of it is made. 

● Specialization delivery: Review of the technical competences of each specialty. 
● Preliminary presentation: A preliminary presentation of the first phase of the project is             

prepared and evaluated. 
● Final document (initial milestone): All the previous deliveries are compiled in a            

document with the suggested corrections. The GEP phase ends. 
 

4.2.2 - Prototyping 
 
This phase is prototyped, by using incremental methodology, in this phase the graphical             
representation of the data will be implemented with a rudimentary interface so that the end               
user can evaluate it and offer feedback on it. This phase of the project consists of the                 
following points: 
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● D3 investigation: This task is shared with the previous phase of the project in the               
state of the art analysis phase. It consists of seeing what solutions the library offers               
and which one may be more suitable for the case at hand. 

● Prototype implementation: The chosen graphic representation is implemented. 
● Prototype presentation: The implanted representation is presented to the user. It is            

decided with him what functionalities could be useful. 
● Documentation: The entire process is documented. 

 

4.2.3 - Implementation 
 
In this phase, the implementation of the functionalities decided on with the user in the               
previous phase is carried out, and also aspects that have been detected in the previous test                
with the user can be corrected or improved. It is about iterating over the prototype and                
adding features. This phase consists of the following points: 
 

● Analysis: The way to implement the extra agreed functionalities is analyzed. 
● Design: The final aspect of the application is designed with all the elements             

integrated. 
● Development: The development of the application is carried out with all the elements             

integrated and with the final aesthetic finish. 
● Testing: The application is being tested as it is developed. 
● Documentation: The entire process is documented. 

 

4.2.4 - Presentation and user test 
 
A meeting with the user is agreed upon and the application is presented to him to try it.                  
Annotations of his impressions would be taken and if something does not just work as               
expected. This is a critical phase since any deviation here could complicate the completion              
of the project in the desired time. 
 

4.2.5 - Corrections and debugging 
 
This is the final development phase. In this phase the possible defects found by the user will                 
be corrected. A mini iteration of the code will also be carried out analyzing possible               
performance improvements. 
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4.2.6 - Defense preparation 
 
This phase of the project will run parallel to the previous two. In it, all the generated                 
documentation is gathered and the final document is elaborated. The final presentation is             
prepared and presented to the TFG tribunal. The idea is to present the work at the end of                  
June. 
 

4.3  Project duration 
 
An estimate of the hours needed to execute each of the phases of the project has been                 
carried out. 
 

TASK TIME/TASK 

Project planning 90 
Prototyping 150 
Implementation 150 
Presentation and user test 2 
Corrections and debugging 30 
Defense preparation 20 

TOTAL 442 
Table 1 - Breakdown in hours by tasks 

4.4 - Action plan 
 
It has taken a fairly comfortable time estimate to have time to react to unforeseen events.                
The idea is that once the prototyping phase begins, it will be developed on it since the                 
incremental methodology that is going to be used invites us to proceed in this way. In the                 
Gantt diagram that will be seen later, the end dates will be more like deadlines and they will                  
indicate in which state the project should be when arriving at them. 
 
The total hours that will be used to carry out this project will be 442 hours. Taking into                  
account that the TFG is 18 ETCS at 25 hours each, there would be 450 hours in total. The                   
estimate made is slightly below what makes the project perfectly acceptable as TFG. 
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4.5 - Resources 
 
For the realization of the project the following resources will be used: 
 

● Laptop with Ubuntu 
● PC with Windows 10. 
● Google docs to write the documentation. 
● Github as application repository. 
● Sublime for coding 
● Chrome, Firefox, Internet Explorer y Edge for testing. 

 
 

4.6 - Gantt’s diagram 

 
Fig. 4 - Gantt’s diagram 
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5 - Budget 

5.1 - Identification and estimation of costs 
 
The cost of developing this project will be calculated according to the planning carried out in                
point 4 of this document. The cost of all the elements necessary for the realization of the                 
project, human resources, material resources, indirect costs and an unexpected contingency           
will be allocated with the probability that these will occur. 
 

5.1.1 - Human resources 
 
Although it is a project carried out by a single person, the calculation of costs at the level of                   
human resources will be made according to the role that is playing in each phase of it. 
 
For the assessment of the cost in terms of human resources, the following salaries will be                
used for the different roles: 
 

● Project Manager 40€ / hour 
● Analyst 35€ / hour 
● Programmer 30€ / hour 
● Tester 20€ / hour 

 
 
Below is a table with the breakdown and the cost in human resources for each task and the                  
total cost of all phases in this matter. 
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Tarea Rol Horas Coste/hora Total/Rol Total 

Project planning  90   3600 

 Project Manager 90 40 3600  

Prototyping  150   4800 

 Project Manager 40 40 1600  

 Analyst 40 35 1400  

 Programmer 40 30 1200  

 Tester 30 20 600  

Implementation  150   4800 

 Project Manager 40 40 1600  

 Analyst 40 35 1400  

 Programmer 40 30 1200  

 Tester 30 20 600  

Presentation and user test  2   80 

 Project Manager 2 40 80  

Corrections and debugging  30   900 

 Programmer 30 30 900  

Defense preparation  20   800 

 Project Manager 20 40 800  

TOTAL     14980 
Table 2 -Human resources costs 

5.1.2 - Material resources 
 
As for the project cost in terms of material resources, the amortization of the equipment and                
software used will be taken into account. The total price will be divided between the               
estimated useful life and multiplied by the number of months that will be dedicated to the                
project, the calculations are for 5 months in case there is some type of setback. Because the                 
majority of the project will be carried with free software, the software expense will be               
negligible. 
 
 
 

Equipment Price Useful life Amortization 

Laptop 600 48 months 62 

PC 1300 48 months 135 

TOTAL   197 
Table 3 - Hardware costs 
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Equipment Price Useful life Amortization 

Windows 10  
professional 54 60 months 5 

Sublime 0 - 0 

Web browsers 0 - 0 

Github 0 - 0 

Google docs 0 - 0 

TOTAL   5 
Table 4 - Software costs 

 

5.1.3 - Other expenses 
 
As other expenses will take into account the electricity that will be used to develop the                
project, an estimate of the trips for meetings, the expenses in stationery (printing and              
binding) and the unforeseen costs. 
 
Because the project will be developed between my house and the university, the expenses              
in real estate will not be taken into account to carry out the project. 
 
For contingencies, 10% of the expenses in human resources, hardware and software have             
been calculated. As the expected deviation due to expected setbacks is minimal, with this              
amount is covered any amount of eventuality. 
 
 

Concept Price Units Total 

Electricity 1kW*0.18 kW/h 442 79,56 

Travels 2 8 16 

Stationery 65 1 65 

Unforeseen 1518 1 1518 

TOTAL   1678,56 
Table 5 - Other expenses 
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5.1.4 - Total budget 
 
By joining all the previously calculated expenses we obtain the following total budget. 
 

Concept Total 

Human resources 14980 

Material resources 202 

Other expenses 1678,56 

TOTAL 16860,56 
Table 6 - Total budget 
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6 - Sustainability and social commitment 
 
In this section, an analysis of the project will be carried out to determine if it is sustainable at                   
an economic, environmental level and its possible social impact. 

6.1 - Economic 
 
Considering the cost calculated in section 5 of this document, several things can be              
concluded. Being a non-commercial application, but intended to be used exclusively within            
the scope of a specific investigation, the total cost of carrying it out may not be entirely                 
sustainable. Probably, if the project was not a TFG, another type of less expensive solutions               
could be more suitable. The cost is high for an institution that is dedicated to research. In                 
case the research was for the purpose of producing a product, it would have to assume the                 
cost of the development of this application rising the final cost of this product.. 

6.2 - Social 
 
Personally, the realization of this project allows me to deepen on graphic representation,             
which is a subject that interests me. 
As it is an application that supports research on the translation of texts, it can help to have a                   
considerable impact on society. The fact of contributing, humbly, to breaking the language             
barrier is not trivial. This project is really necessary to facilitate the research it supports as it                 
will make it easier for the researchers to interpret the results of the experiments. 

6.3 - Environmental 
 
As it is a pure software project, the environmental impact of it is minimal beyond the energy                 
consumption that will be made through the development of the application. The reuse of              
resources is discarded, since it is a project that starts from 0 and suited to a specific neural                  
architecture to meet certain needs of the research to which it will support. Currently, no               
public solution to the problem has been found, since each research may use its system               
appropriate to its experiments and these have not transcended.  
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6.4 - Sustainability matrix 
 

Sustainability Economic Social Environmental 

Valoration 5 8 8 
Table 7 - Sustainability matrix. 
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7 - t-SNE algorithm 
 
A dimensionality reduction is basically moving from a large number of dimensions that define              
a model of something such as character coding, biometric data, translation coding, etc. To a               
simpler model, with fewer dimensions, normally 3 or less , in order to facilitate the               
representation and grouping of the model in a humanly understandable way. In addition to              
reducing the dimensionality thereof, these data must preserve the global characteristics that            
differentiate them. 
 
This is the main motivation for the use of a dimensionality reduction algorithm in the               
application. 
  
Below is a simple explanation of the operation of this dimensionality reduction algorithm. To              
see the operation in greater depth you can consult the article published by the creators of                
the algorithm [2]. The main parameters of the algorithm and how they influence the results               
will also be exposed . 7

 
The acronym t-SNE is the acronym for t-distributed stochastic neighbor embedding. The            
operation of the algorithm has two main phases. In the first phase, t-SNE performs a               
probability distribution between each pair of elements of the data set so that similar objects               
have a high probability of being put together while different objects have a very small               
probability of being grouped together. In the second phase of the algorithm, t-SNE defines a               
similar probability distribution of the points on the low dimensionality map, 2 or 3 dimensions               
commonly, minimizing the Kullback-Leibler divergence. The probability distribution used is,          
as the name suggests, a distribution t. 
 
Once the "similarity coefficients" have been calculated, each element is distributed in a             
random or previously defined position of the map where they want to be represented. By on                
iterating the points they are grouped according to their similarity. The different points are              
repelled while the similar points are attracted. This produces that, if iterated the sufficient              
number of times, the points are grouped according to the similarity of the same ones. 
 

7.1 - Algorithm’s parameters 
This algorithm has some parameters that influence the behavior of itself, these parameters             
are going to be enumerated and explained briefly. 
 

● Perplexity: The perplexity can be defined as the number of effective neighbors. That             
is, how many neighbors affect each point. Low perplexity makes local variations            
dominate, while high perplexity takes global variations much more into account. The            

7 [5] How to Use t-SNE Effectively 
https://distill.pub/2016/misread-tsne/ 
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perplexity must always be less than the number of points in the data set if you do not                  
want to get unexpected behaviors. 

● Epsilon: Also known as learning rate, it is the number that is used to adjust the                
algorithm in each of its iterations. The value of this is crucial and by default it is set to                   
10. If this parameter is very low, the points will tend to remain together, while if it is                  
too high the points will tend to be distributed in the form of a large ball with a very                   
high dispersion. 

● Step number: The number of steps of the algorithm is something very dependent on              
the input data, there is not a correct number for this value. What is recommended is                
keep running the algorithm until the points stabilize.  

 

7.2 - Other considerations 
There are other considerations that should be taken into account with this algorithm. 
 

● Distance between clusters: The distance between groups does not indicate          
anything relevant, that is, because a group A is farther away, than a group B, of a                 
third group C, does not mean that B is more similar to A. 

● Cluster size: Nor does it have any relevance, the algorithm tends to expand dense              
clusters and to contract dispersed clusters. 

● Number of elements: For the algorithm to work correctly, it requires a number of              
elements as meaningful input, otherwise it does not work correctly, that is if we put 2                
elements exactly the same only the algorithm will set them apart and since the              
distance between them does not mean anything, the result It will not provide any              
useful information. 

 

7.3 - Use in the project 
In the first prototypes of the application, comparisons of pairs of sentences were made, as               
we will see later, with unsatisfactory results. For the use of this algorithm, the focus had to                 
be changed, since for this algorithm to work correctly a significant amount of elements is               
needed. We tried to divide into pieces each translation vector and execute the algorithm to               
see how the points were grouped, with unclear and not very useful results. As a final solution                 
it was decided that the entry would be a large number of pairs of sentences, each in a                  
language and keeping the original pairing information, the algorithm would be executed to             
see the resulting groupings. All these experiments are detailed in the Prototype section.  
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8 - UMAP algorithm 
 
In an advanced phase of the project, once the solution based on the t-SNE algorithm,               
exposed in the previous point of this document, had been implemented, it was detected that               
the results obtained were not satisfactory at all, based on experiments that were will be               
detailed later, it was decided to try alternative dimensionality reduction methods. 
Specifically, it was decided to test the UMAP algorithm, which stands for Uniform Manifold              
Approximation and Projection. To know more details of the algorithm, you can visit the public               
repository of the project or consult the article that the authors published in February 2018 [3]. 
This algorithm was considered in the early phases of the project, but it was decided to bet on                  
t-SNE since it was a more documented algorithm and much more information was available. 
Basically, this algorithm works in a similar way to t-SNE, but its strengths are that it                
preserves better the global structure of the data and reduces inputs of very high dimensions               
better, as is the case. 
 

8.2 - Algorithm’s parameters  
This algorithm has some parameters that influence the behavior of itself, these parameters             
are going to be enumerated and explained briefly. 
 

● Minimum distance: This parameter defines the minimum distance at which it is            
possible to group two points of the result graph. 

● Number of neighbours: This parameter is similar to the perplexity of t-SNE and             
defines how many elements are likely to influence each of the elements of the data               
set. 

8.3 - Other considerations 
The other considerations that must be taken into account are exactly the same as those               
described for t-SNE in point 7.2. 
 

8.4 - Use in the project 
The use of the algorithm in the project is exactly the same as the one described for t-SNE in                   
point 7.3. Allowing the application to discern what kind of data it is when they are introduced                 
in the application and applying the relevant visualization 
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9 - Prototypes 
 
This section describes the different prototypes implemented, the experiments developed with           
them and the conclusions obtained for each one of them. The prototypes are arranged              
chronologically to illustrate the test and research process that has been developed to obtain              
the final application. 

9.1 - Color matrix 
In this prototype, the difference of each of the vectors generated by two sentences in               
different languages was visualized. For the visualization, a color matrix was used in which              
each cell represented a position of the translation vector. The absolute value of the              
difference was used as a color. This produced that, the black color represented total              
equality, the more red, the more different. 
 

● Input: Vector difference of the normalized translations. 
● Output: Interpolation, black when the value was 0, red when the value was maximum. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Fig. 5 - Prototype 1 Color Matrix 
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As can be seen in Figure 5, the amount of information offered to the user was too much and                   
not too humanly understandable. 

9.2 - Representation in 3 levels of detail 
 
In this prototype, it was proposed to offer 3 levels of detail. It also worked with the difference                  
between the two translation vectors involved. 
In the first level, an overview of the data set was shown, for this a 1:10 reduction was used in                    
which each of the positions of the graph represented the maximum of a group of 10. This                 
representation had a slider that when moving it by the graph it showed the pertinent data in                 
the zone overview and the zone detail. 
At the central level, a representation of the data with a 1: 1 scale of the zone selected with                   
the slider in the previous level was shown. This level had a sliding window through which                
you could select the fraction of data that you wanted to see in the detail area. 
In the lower level the zone selected by the sliding window of the lower level was shown with                  
a 10: 1 scale. 
 

● Input: Difference vector of the two translations normalized. 
● Output: The length of the lines ranged from 0 when they were equal to the height of                 

the graph when the difference was maximum. 

Fig. 6 - Prototype 2 Representation in 3 levels 

 
An interpolation of the difference between green and red was also used to emphasize the               
amount of difference of each of the positions. Although in this representation the data were               
more understandable and accessible, due to the intrinsic morphology of the same, it was              
decided that the amount of information was still excessive and not very useful. At this point                
in the prototyping phase it was when research began on the available dimensionality             
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reduction techniques. 
Another problem with this prototype was the number of elements that the navigator had to               
manage, 30,000 only with the bars, without taking into account labels and other aesthetic              
elements, the performance of having to handle so many elements was too poor to be               
considered a practical application. 

9.3 - Circular representation 
In this representation the data were represented in a circular way, in the graph there was a                 
green circle that represented the perfect match. This prototype also worked with difference             
between each of the positions. Each of the black points represented the difference in one of                
the positions of the translation vector. The farther the point of the central circle was, the                
more different it was in that position. 
 

● Input: Difference vector of the two translations normalized. 
● Output: The value of the difference was added to the radius of the central ideal circle. 

 
 
 

Fig. 7 - Prototype 3 Circular representation 

 
 
Once again the information was excessive and difficult to interpret. 
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9.4 - Euclidean distance 
This prototype was a first attempt to reduce the dimensionality of the data, the 
2000 elements of the vector translation were divided into groups of 100 elements each, once               
we had the subdivision we used the Euclidean distance between each of the groups of the                
first sentence and its equivalent in the second. 
 

● Input: 20 groups of 100 values for each of the sentences. 
● Output: Scaled euclidean distance between each of the groups. 

 

 
Fig. 8 - Prototype 4 Euclidean distance 
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This prototype was discarded since it was very sensitive to small changes and the global               
structure was not taken into consideration, so the information provided could be totally             
wrong. 

9.5 - Dimensionality reduction 
Once it was decided that it was most appropriate to apply dimensionality reduction             
techniques, in particular the t-SNE algorithm, the main challenge was to find out how we               
were going to feed the algorithm so that the usefulness of the information obtained was               
optimal, since the first approximation was based on comparing pairs of sentences. As             
explained in point 7.2, for the algorithm to work correctly, it requires a significant number of                
elements to interact with each other. A series of experiments were carried out with different               
ways of dividing the input data. The following shows what they consisted of and the results                
obtained. 
 

9.5.1 - Division into fractions 
A first approach to decompose the input data was to divide the translation vector into groups 
of 100 elements. Once divided, the t-SNE algorithm was executed. 
 

● Input: Translation vectors subdivided into groups of 100 values. 
● Salida: t-SNE dimensionality reduction for each of the subgroups. 

 
 

 
Fig. 9 - Division into fractions 
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In this data set the comparison of 4 translation vectors was made, there was a base vector s,                  
another completely different control t, another s_5% in which there was a 5% chance that an                
element of the vector had a different value totally random , finally, a vector s_20% in which                 
the possibility of being different was 20%. Although the grouping was quite good, as can be                
seen in Figure 9, they always appeared discriminated, s_5% appeared quite close to s and               
s_20% a little more displaced, again the amount of information was excessive, in addition              
the dispersion of the points was not allowing to get a morphological idea of what was                
actually happening, so that the amount of information represented was not justified by the              
usefulness of the representation itself. 
 

9.5.2 - Division into fractions with dispersion control 
To try to solve the problem of the dispersion of the previous point, it was considered to add                  
an extra dimension to the data set, specifically this dimension would be responsible for              
storing the subgroup number of each point and that was considered when calculating the              
position end of each of the points. 
 

● Input: Translation vectors subdivided into groups of 100 values, an extra dimension            
storing the original position was added. 

● Salida: t-SNE dimensionality reduction for each of the subgroups. 
 

 
Fig 10 - Division into fractions with an extra dimension. 
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To test this new approach, the vector s_50% in which the probability of being different was                
50% was added to the previous data set. Although it was possible to maintain the positional                
order of each element and solve the dispersion issues, as illustrated in figure 10, it was                
observed that the new dimension introduced had too much weight in the final result since its                
value ranged from 0 to 100 and the range The values of the other dimensions ranged from                 
-3 to 3. It was tried to reduce the range of the extra dimension but the results were not                   
satisfactory at all. 

9.6 - Prototyping phase conclusions 
With all the data collected during the prototyping phase, the understanding of the t-SNE              
algorithm obtained and the morphology of the translation vectors, it was concluded that the              
position in which the divergences occurred was irrelevant information. It was decided that             
the reduction should be carried out by t-SNE but without any type of fragmentation, that is to                 
say, of 2000 dimensions to reduce to 2 dimensions directly. In order to evaluate the quality                
of the different models of the neural architecture, it was necessary to be able to maintain the                 
comparison between 2 different vectors. Due to the peculiarities of t-SNE, the entry should              
consist of a significant number of elements. 
With all this the final application was designed, which is fed by a set of pairs of translation                  
vectors and it is possible to visualize where each vector has positioned in relation to its pair.                 
In addition, the fact that the input is a set of phrases, allows a more global evaluation of the                   
model, since it may work well for certain phrases, but for others could be a complete                
disaster. 
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10 - Implementation 
The final implementation of the application has finally resulted in two independent modules.             
The first module has been developed in python and is responsible for communicating with              
the neural network to obtain the different translation vectors. Once these are obtained, they              
are formatted in two JSON files that the web application interprets. The second module is               
the web application in which the data obtained in the preprocessing module can be viewed. 
As t-SNE is an algorithm with more route than UMAP, already implemented versions of it               
were found in different programming languages. In particular, a version of it was found in               
Javascript, created by the researchers who developed the algorithm. This library was used             
for the visualization web application and allows some interactivity with the parameters of the              
algorithm. Regarding UMAP, only one version implemented in python was found. The            
possibility of porting it to Javascript was considered. The idea had to be discarded since the                
implementation in python depended on a lot of auxiliary libraries that are not available in               
Javascript and the effort to carry out the translation, went far out of the scope of this project                  
in terms of time needed to carry it finished. This is why the data displayed in UMAP do not                   
allow to be recalculated live, they are totally precalculated with an algorithm configuration             
optimized for the type of visualizations that we want to show. 
The complete application is in the following repository: 
https://github.com/solidajenjo/Visualization-of-intermediate-representations-in-Neural-Machin
e-Translation 
 

10.1 - Data preprocessing  
The code of this module can be found in Annex 1. 

10.1.1 - Input 
To use this module, it must be executed as follows: 
 
python3 preProcessData languageFile1 file1 languageFile2 file2 #ofPhrases 
 

● languageFile1 / languageFile2 : en, zh ... Language code to pass to the neural              
network specifying the language of the input 

● file1 / file2 : Phrase files which are matched by the line number of the file, the 0 of                   
file1 with the 0 of file2 ... etc. 

● #ofPhrases : amount of lines to process 
 

10.1.2 - Output 
This module generates two different JSON files, one for the t-SNE data and another for the 
UMAP data. 
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10.1.2.1 - data_tsne.json 
In this file, the type of data is stored, and as content, an item that contains: 
 

● Language 1 phrase. 
● Language 2 phrase. 
● Translation vector in language 1. 
● Translation vector in language 2. 

 
Then the web application is responsible for bringing the reduction of dimensionality to 2 
dimensions depending on the parameters chosen in the control panel. 
 

 
. 
. 
. 

 
 
. 
. 
. 

 
Fig 11 - Abbreviated example of t-SNE format of size 1 
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10.1.2.2 - data_umap.json 
In this file, the type of data is stored, and as content, an item that contains: 
 

● Language 1 phrase. 
● Language 2 phrase. 
● The X and Y coordinates obtained when performing the UMAP dimensionality 

reduction for the sentence in language 1. 
● The X and Y coordinates obtained when performing the UMAP dimensionality 

reduction for the sentence in language 2. 
 
In this type of data, as already explained above, the reduction of dimensionality is carried out 
in the preprocessing phase. 
 

 
Fig 12 - Example of UMAP format size 1 

 

10.2 - Web application 
The code of this module can be found in Annex 2. 
 

10.2.1 - Input 
The application is fed with the JSON files previously preprocessed. The file is released 
anywhere in the application and the system recognizes and processes it. 
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10.2.1.1 - Control panel 

10.2.1.2 - t-SNE data type 

Fig 13 - Control panel for data type t-SNE 

 
● In the first textBox of the control panel you can indicate to the t-SNE algorithm the                

number of iterations to execute. 
● Below is a slider in which you can adjust the value of the perplexity, the range goes                 

from 10% of the elements to 100% of them. 
● Then under the slider and on the left we have the tag controller, in which we can                 

choose if we want all the tags to be shown or only the selected pairs of phrases. 
● To the right of the label controller there is the line controller. In it we can choose if we                   

visualize the lines that connect each point of the pair. As with the labels, all or only                 
the selected ones can be displayed. 

● In the next line there are two buttons, one deselects all the pairs of sentences and                
the other returns to redraw the data with the subsequent input file that has it stored. 

● Finally we have a box with all the pairs of abbreviated phrases and their              
corresponding label to be able to locate them in the main graphic. 
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10.2.1.2 - UMAP data type 

 

 
Fig 14 - Panel de control para tipo de datos UMAP 

 
For this type of data the control panel appears reduced, without the parameters of t-SNE. 
When the data is of this type, the application works only in query mode. The results are 
always the same as they are precalculated. 
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10.2.2 - Output 

 
Fig 15 - Screenshot of the application 

 
 
In the previous image you can see a sample of the web application. You can see the                 
following elements: 
 

● The points that represent the sentences, each language of a color. 
● Control panel. 
● The pairs of sentences, one of them selected. 
● Detail of a couple of sentences, it is shown when the mouse passes over a point or                 

through the pairs in the control panel. 
● Information about the application with the type of data, the name of the file displayed,               

and the zoom level so that it can be taken into account when comparing screenshots. 
● Some tags. 
● Some sentences pair lines. 

 
 
The application allows you to minimize the control panel and drag it to where the user wants. 
The zoom level goes from 0.1 to 10. 
You can drag the graph to navigate between the points. 
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11 - Experiments with the application 
Below are the results between the t-SNE and UMAP reduction comparated. 
The first dataset data_tsne and data_umap are 100 pairs of phrases in English and Chinese.               
The second dataset control_tsne and control_umap are 100 pairs of sentences in which             
each pair of sentences is exactly the same. The last dataset control_similar_tsne and             
control_similar_umap are 100 pairs of phrases, such that in most sentences a word has              
been changed to generate small differences and see how they affect the representation of              
the data. 

11.1 - Results 
 

 
Fig. 16 - data_umap.json representation 

 
Fig. 17 - data_tSNE.json representation 
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In the graph data_umap in figure 16 the lines have been ignored since they made the image                 
very difficult to interpret. Notice how he has separated English from Chinese. In the graph of                
figure 17 belonging to the dataset data_tSNE it can be seen how the points are more mixed                 
but the pairs are totally separated from each other in their vast majority. 
 

 
Fig.18 - data_umap_control.json representation 

 
Fig. 19 - data_tSNE_control.json representation 
 

 
In the control chart using UMAP (figure 18) the result is as expected, since we must bear in                  
mind that in UMAP there is a certain degree of randomness. As for T-SNE (figure 19), the                 
result is totally contradictory with what was expected, since being identical pairs should             
appear less dispersed. This dataset is the same phrases in English of the previous duplicate               
case. Note that the shape, although rotated, is practically the same as the previous one. 
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Fig 20 - data_umap_control.json representation 

 
Fig 21 - data_tSNE_control.json representation 
 

 
In this case, UMAP continues to behave as it should (Figure 20), bearing in mind that the 
variations introduced are minimal. The main difference in this first case is that the algorithm 
has had to disperse the points much more. T-SNE continues to maintain a chaotic 
distribution and does not really contribute anything useful (figure 21). In addition once again 
you can see the dominant shape seen in the 2 previous cases. 
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11.2 - Experiments conclusions 
 
These experiments have been tested with different parameterizations in the algorithms with            
similar results. 
From what has been observed, t-SNE is much less sensitive to differences than UMAP, in               
t-SNE the dominant form remains above the differences or similarities in the test data, in the                
3 exposed cases it can be appreciate a more or less open spiral shape. Therefore UMAP is                 
much more suitable for the case in hand, since it has been able to differentiate in which                 
cases the result vectors were really similar. In the first graph of UMAP, you can see how it                  
has separated English from Chinese, this is a clear indication that the model used is coding                
in a totally different way each of the languages. 
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12 - Final conclusions 
Once arrived at this point and with the application developed, several things can be              
concluded. 
First of all, it must be taken into account that dimensionality reduction algorithms have a               
certain degree of randomness, therefore they allow the comparison of models at a high level.               
Thanks to the application it is possible to visualize how the encoder is behaving. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 

Fig 22 - english-turkish representation Fig. 23 - Homogeneous representation 
 

 
Clearly, between these two models visualized by UMAP reduction, the model on the left              
(Figure 22) works clearly as desired, although there is some small overlap, the results clearly               
indicate that the network is behaving as desired. As mentioned above, the model sought by               
the designer of neuronal architecture is based on the separation of languages with             
characteristic coding for each one. 
In this case, the first model works much better than the second (figure 23) in which the                 
distribution is very homogeneous, indicating that separation is not occurring correctly. 
UMAP for the type of data with which we are dealing, and due to the high dimensionality of                  
them works clearly superior. UMAP is a new algorithm from February of this year and the                
results they offer are really good. The t-SNE algorithm takes more time and its effectiveness               
has been proven for reductions with less dimensionality to spare, but for the case at hand it                 
has turned out to be inappropriate. 
 
Therefore, it is considered that the project has been carried out correctly, and that the               
solution offered is adequate for the problem initially proposed.  
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14 - Annexes 
In this section the code of the final application is attached, both the preprocessor and the 
final web application. 
 

14.1 - Preprocessor 
#!/usr/bin/pyhton 
import sys 
import umap 
import httplib2 
import urllib 
import numpy as np 
import json 
from json import loads, dumps 
from iteration_utilities import deepflatten 
 
 
if len(sys.argv) < 5: 

print ('Usage preProcessData languajeFile1 file1 languajeFile2 file2 #ofPhrases') 
sys.exit() 

 
lanF1 = sys.argv[1] 
f1 = open(sys.argv[2], 'r') 
lanF2 = sys.argv[3] 
f2 = open(sys.argv[4], 'r') 
f1Phrases = f1.read().split('\n') 
f2Phrases = f2.read().split('\n') 
 
print ('Encoding '+sys.argv[2]+' in languaje '+sys.argv[1]+' and '+sys.argv[4]+' in languaje '+sys.argv[3]) 
data = {} 
 
data['type'] = 'TSNE' 
data['content'] = [] 
 
umapData = [] 
umapPhrases = [] 
 
n = min(len(f1Phrases), int(sys.argv[5])) 
failed = 0 
 
for i in range(n): 
 

print ('Encoding '+str(i)+'/'+str(n)+'\n') 
http = httplib2.Http() 
try: 

f1Origin = list(deepflatten(f1Phrases[i].split()[0:19], depth = 0)) 
 

s = '' 
 

for j in f1Origin: 
s = s+j+' ' 
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f1Origin = s 
 

print ('Translating:', f1Origin) 
 

body = {"sentence": [f1Origin], 
        "lang": lanF1} 
  
content = http.request("http://localhost:8888/matrix", 
                       method="POST", 
                       headers={'Content-type': 'application/json'}, 
                       body=dumps(body) )[1] 

 
 

res = loads(content.decode())  
 
traducction = res['sentence_0']['matrix'] 
f1 = list(deepflatten(traducction, depth = 2)) 

 
umapData.append(f1) 
umapPhrases.append(f1Origin) 

 
f2Origin = list(deepflatten(f2Phrases[i].split()[0:19], depth = 0)) 

 
s = '' 

 
for j in f2Origin: 

s = s+j+' ' 
 

f2Origin = s 
 

print ('Translating:', f2Origin) 
 

body = {"sentence": [f2Origin], 
        "lang": lanF2} 
  
content = http.request("http://localhost:8888/matrix", 
                       method="POST", 
                       headers={'Content-type': 'application/json'}, 
                       body=dumps(body) )[1] 

 
 

res = loads(content.decode())  
 
traducction = res['sentence_0']['matrix'] 
f2 = list(deepflatten(traducction, depth = 2)) 

 
umapData.append(f2) 
umapPhrases.append(f2Origin) 

 
data['content'].append({ 
 'f1':f1Phrases[i], 
 'weights_f1':f1, 
 'f2':f2Phrases[i], 
 'weights_f2':f2 
}) 

except: 
print('FAILED') 
failed = failed + 1 
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n = int(len(umapPhrases) / 2) 
 
embedding = umap.UMAP(n_neighbors=n, 
                      min_dist=0.005, 
                      metric='correlation').fit_transform(umapData) 
 
with open('data_tSNE.json','w') as file: 

json.dump(data, file) 
 
data = {} 
data['type'] = 'SMAP' 
data['content'] = [] 
 
j = 0 
 
 
for i in range(n): 

data['content'].append({ 
 'f1':umapPhrases[j], 
 'weights_f1':embedding[j].tolist(), 
 'f2':umapPhrases[j + 1], 
 'weights_f2':embedding[j + 1].tolist(),   
})  
j = j + 2 

 
 
with open('data_umap.json','w') as file: 

json.dump(data, file) 
 
print (str(failed)+ ' Failed.\n') 
 

 

14.2 - Web application 
<!DOCTYPE html> 
<script src="https://d3js.org/d3.v3.min.js"></script> 
<script src="tsne.js"></script> 
<script src="https://code.jquery.com/jquery-1.12.4.js"></script> 
<script src="https://code.jquery.com/ui/1.12.1/jquery-ui.js"></script>  
 
<div id ="mainDiv" style = "font-family: Arial, Helvetica, sans-serif;display: block; min-width: 1000px; margin:auto; width: 
100%;"> 

 
<div id="toolPanel" style = "position: absolute; z-index: 9; width:500px; background-color: #f1f1f1; border: 1px solid 

#d3d3d3; cursor: move;">  
 <div id="draggablePanel" style = "padding-left:4px; background-color: #2196F3; color: #fff;display: grid; 
grid-template-columns: 1fr 1fr;height: 18px">  
 <div style="grid-column: 1 / 2;"> 
 Control Panel 
 </div> 
 <div style="grid-column: 2 / 2;"> 
 <img src="images/minimize.png" height="18" width="18" onclick="togglePanel()" 
style="float: right; cursor: pointer;"> 
 </div> 
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 </div> 
 <div id = "panel"> 

 <div style="padding: 10px;display: grid; grid-template-columns: 1fr; "> 
 <div style="width:100%; grid-column: 1 / 1;"> 
 <div id ="tsneControls">   

<label style ="float: left;">Number of steps:</label><br> 
<input type="number" id="step" value = "250" style 

="width:98%"><br> 
 <label style ="float: left; ">Perplexity:</label><br>  

<label>10%</label><label style="float:right;">100%</label> 
<input type="range" min="10" max="100" value="50" 

id="perplexity" style = " 
vertical-align: middle;width:100%;">

 
</div> 
<div style ="display: grid; grid-template-columns: 1fr 1fr;"> 

<div style="grid-column: 1 / 2; float: left;"> 
<label style ="float: left; ">Tags:</label><br> 

 
<input type="checkbox" id="tagAll" name="tagAll" 

onchange="checkBoxChanged(this)"> 
 <label for="tagAll">All</label> 
 <input type="checkbox" id="tagSelected" name="tagSelected" 

onchange="checkBoxChanged(this)"> 
 <label for="tagSelected">Selected</label><br> 
 <div style="display: inline-block; width: 100%; margin-top: 10px"> 

   
 <input type ="button" value ="Unselect All" 

onclick="clearSelection()" style ="float: left; width:100px"> 
 </div> 

 
 </div> 
 <div style="grid-column: 2 / 2; float: right; "> 
 <div style="float: right;"> 

 <label style ="float: left; ">Lines:</label><br> 
 

 <input type="checkbox" id="lineAll" name="lineAll" 
onchange="checkBoxChanged(this)"> 

 <label for="tagAll">All</label> 
 <input type="checkbox" id="lineSelected" 

name="lineSelected" onchange="checkBoxChanged(this)"> 
 <label for="tagSelected">Selected</label><br> 
 <div style="display: inline-block; width: 100%; 

margin-top: 10px">    
 <input type ="button" value ="Redraw" 

onclick="processData(jsonDataPrevious)" onchange="processData(jsonDataPrevious)" style ="float: right;width:100px"> 
 </div> 

 </div> 
 </div> 

 </div> 
 </div> 

 </div>   
 <br><br> 
 <div id = "dataDetail" style = "vertical-align:top;min-width: 500px"> 

<svg id = "dataDetailSVG" width="90%" height="450" style = "border-style: inset; 
border-color: gray; border-width: 2px; background-color: white; width: -webkit-fill-available; margin: 10px;"> 

</svg> 
</div> 
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</div> 
</div> 

 
 

<div id = "mainGraph" style = "min-width: 500px"> 
<svg id = "mainGraphSVG" style = "margin-right:1%; margin-left: 1%; width:96%; height:98%; 

position:absolute; border-style: inset; border-color: gray; border-width: 2px;background-color: white;"> 
  

</svg>  
</div> 
 

 
</div> 
<script> 
 
$(document).ready(function() { 

$(function() { $('#toolPanel').draggable(); });  
}); 
 
var Y = []; 
var finalPosition = []; 
var fileName = ""; 
var radius = 5, 
color1 = '#99d8c9', //LAN 1 
color1_2 = '#2ca25f', 
color2 = '#fdd49e', //LAN 2 
color2_2 = '#d95f0e' 
color3 = '#0053ff'; //TAG 
var panelEnabled = true; 
togglePanel(); //control panel closed by default 
 
//disable tool panel on startup 
document.getElementById('toolPanel').style.display = "none"; 
 
function togglePanel(){ 

var panel = document.getElementById('panel'); 
if (panelEnabled){ 

d3.select(panel).style("display","none"); 
panelEnabled = false; 

} 
else{ 

d3.select(panel).style("display","block") 
panelEnabled = true; 

} 
} 
function clearSelection(){ 

var svgDetail = d3.select("#dataDetailSVG"); 
svgDetail.selectAll("rect") 

.style('display', 'none') 

.attr('sel', 'no'); 
 

svgDetail.selectAll('text') 
.attr('sel', 'no'); 

 
var svgGraph = d3.select("#mainGraphSVG"); 
var circles = svgGraph.selectAll("circle")[0]; 

 
for (var i = 0; i < circles.length; ++i){ 
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var c1 = d3.select(circles[i]); 
if (c1.attr('fill') == color1_2){ 

c1.attr('fill', color1); 
}else if (c1.attr('fill') == color2_2){ 

c1.attr('fill', color2); 
} 

} 
 

svgGraph.selectAll("line").style('display', 'none');  
svgGraph.selectAll("text").style('display', 'none'); 
var textInfo = d3.select(document.getElementById('infoApp')); 
textInfo.style('display', 'block'); 

 
var textInfo = d3.select(document.getElementById('f1Text')); 
textInfo.style('display', 'block'); 

 
var textInfo = d3.select(document.getElementById('f2Text')); 
textInfo.style('display', 'block'); 

 
var ts = document.getElementById('tagSelected'); 
var ta = document.getElementById('tagAll'); 
var ls = document.getElementById('lineSelected'); 
var la = document.getElementById('lineAll'); 
ta.checked = false; 
ts.checked = false; 
la.checked = false; 
ls.checked = false; 
 

} 
function textClickManager(t, circleClick){ //c_0 - c1_0 c2_0 

var c1, c2; 
if (circleClick){ 

c1 = d3.select(document.getElementById(t.replace('_','1_'))); 
c2 = d3.select(document.getElementById(t.replace('_','2_'))); 
 
t = document.getElementById(t); 

}else{ 
c1 = d3.select(document.getElementById(t.attributes.id.value.replace('_','1_'))); 
c2 = d3.select(document.getElementById(t.attributes.id.value.replace('_','2_')));  

} 
 

if (c1.attr('fill') == color1){ 
c1.attr('fill', color1_2); 
c2.attr('fill', color2_2); 

}else{ 
c1.attr('fill', color1); 
c2.attr('fill', color2); 

}  
 

console.log(t); 
var textSelection = d3.select(document.getElementById('r_'+ t.attributes.id.value)); 
if (t.attributes.sel.value == 'no'){ 

textSelection.style('display', 'block'); 
t.attributes.sel.value = 'yes';  

}else{ 
textSelection.style('display', 'none'); 
t.attributes.sel.value = 'no'; 

} 
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var selectedLineEnabled = document.getElementById('lineSelected').checked;  
var selectedTagEnabled = document.getElementById('tagSelected').checked; 
var svgGraph = d3.select("#mainGraphSVG"); 
var svgDetail = d3.select("#dataDetailSVG"); 
if (!document.getElementById('lineAll').checked) svgGraph.selectAll("line").style('display', 'none'); 
if (!document.getElementById('tagAll').checked) svgGraph.selectAll("text").style('display', 'none');
 
var rects = svgDetail.selectAll("rect")[0]; 
for (var i = 0; i < rects.length; i++){ 

if (rects[i].style.display == 'block'){ 
if (selectedLineEnabled){ 

var labelToActivate = rects[i].id.substring(4, rects[i].id.length) 
d3.select(document.querySelector("[id='l_l_c1_"+ labelToActivate + "']")) 

.style('display', 'block'); 
 

} 
if (selectedTagEnabled){ 

var labelToActivate = rects[i].id.substring(4, rects[i].id.length) 
d3.select(document.querySelector("[id='l_c1_"+ labelToActivate + "']")) 

.style('display', 'block'); 
d3.select(document.querySelector("[id='l_c2_"+ labelToActivate + "']")) 

.style('display', 'block');  
}  

} 
}  
var textInfo = d3.select(document.getElementById('infoApp')); 
textInfo.style('display', 'block'); 

 
var textInfo = d3.select(document.getElementById('f1Text')); 
textInfo.style('display', 'block'); 

 
var textInfo = d3.select(document.getElementById('f2Text')); 
textInfo.style('display', 'block'); 

} 
 

function manageChecks(c){ 
var svgGraph = d3.select("#mainGraphSVG"); 
var svgDetail = d3.select("#dataDetailSVG"); 

 
if (c.id == 'lineAll' && c.checked ) 

svgGraph.selectAll("line").style('display', 'block'); 
if (c.id == 'lineAll' && !c.checked ) 

svgGraph.selectAll("line").style('display', 'none'); 
if (c.id == 'tagAll' && c.checked ) 

svgGraph.selectAll("text").style('display', 'block'); 
if (c.id == 'tagAll' && !c.checked ) 

svgGraph.selectAll("text").style('display', 'none'); 
if (c.id == 'tagSelected' && c.checked ){ 

svgGraph.selectAll("text").style('display', 'none');  
var rects = svgDetail.selectAll("rect")[0]; 
for (var i = 0; i < rects.length; i++){ 

if (rects[i].style.display == 'block'){ 
var labelToActivate = rects[i].id.substring(4, rects[i].id.length) 
d3.select(document.querySelector("[id='l_c1_"+ labelToActivate + "']")) 

.style('display', 'block'); 
d3.select(document.querySelector("[id='l_c2_"+ labelToActivate + "']")) 

.style('display', 'block'); 
} 
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} 
} 
if (c.id == 'tagSelected' && !c.checked ) 

svgGraph.selectAll("text").style('display', 'none');  
 

if (c.id == 'lineSelected' && c.checked ){ 
svgGraph.selectAll("line").style('display', 'none');  
var rects = svgDetail.selectAll("rect")[0]; 
for (var i = 0; i < rects.length; i++){ 

if (rects[i].style.display == 'block'){ 
var labelToActivate = rects[i].id.substring(4, rects[i].id.length) 
d3.select(document.querySelector("[id='l_l_c1_"+ labelToActivate + "']")) 

.style('display', 'block'); 
 

} 
} 

} 
if (c.id == 'lineSelected' && !c.checked ) 

svgGraph.selectAll("line").style('display', 'none');  
 

var textInfo = d3.select(document.getElementById('infoApp')); 
textInfo.style('display', 'block'); 

 
var textInfo = d3.select(document.getElementById('f1Text')); 
textInfo.style('display', 'block'); 

 
var textInfo = d3.select(document.getElementById('f2Text')); 
textInfo.style('display', 'block'); 

} 
 
function checkBoxChanged(c){ 
 

var ts = document.getElementById('tagSelected'); 
var ta = document.getElementById('tagAll'); 
var ls = document.getElementById('lineSelected'); 
var la = document.getElementById('lineAll'); 
if (c == ts && ts.checked) ta.checked = false; 
if (c == ta && ta.checked) ts.checked = false; 
if (c == ls && ls.checked) la.checked = false; 
if (c == la && la.checked) ls.checked = false; 
manageChecks(c); 
 

 
} 
 
var dropZone = document.getElementById('mainDiv'); 
dropZone.addEventListener('dragover', dragOver); 
dropZone.addEventListener('dragend', dragEnd); 
dropZone.addEventListener('drop', readText, false); 
 
var dataDetail = document.getElementById('dataDetail'); 
dataDetail.addEventListener('wheel', wheel); 
 
function normalizeDelta(wheelEvent) { 
    var delta = 0; 
    var wheelDelta = wheelEvent.wheelDelta; 
    var deltaY = wheelEvent.deltaY; 
    // CHROME WIN/MAC | SAFARI 7 MAC | OPERA WIN/MAC | EDGE 
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    if (wheelDelta) { 
        delta = wheelDelta / 120;  
    } 
    // FIREFOX WIN / MAC | IE 
    if(deltaY) { 
        deltaY > 0 ? delta = 1 : delta = -1; 
    } 
    return delta; 
} 
 
function wheel(e){ 
 
 var g = d3.select("#dataDetailSVG").select("g"); 

var current_translate = d3.transform(g[0][0].attributes.transform.value).translate; 
dx = current_translate[0]; 
dy = (normalizeDelta(e) * 40) + current_translate[1]; 
if (dy > -24) dy = current_translate[1]; 
g.attr("transform", "translate(" + [dx,dy] + ")"); 
e.stopPropagation(); 

 
} 
 
function dragOver(e) { 
    e.stopPropagation(); // for some browsers stop redirecting 
    e.preventDefault(); 
    return false; 
} 
  
function dragEnd(e) { 
    e.stopPropagation(); // for some browsers stop redirecting 
    e.preventDefault(); 
    return false; 
} 
  
function readText(e) { 
    e.stopPropagation(); // for some browsers stop redirecting 
    e.preventDefault(); 
  
    var fileReader, 
        files = e.dataTransfer.files; 
  
    if (!files) { 
        return; 
    } 
 

fileName = files[0].name; 
    fileReader = new FileReader(); 
  

fileReader.addEventListener('loadend', dataToJSON); 
 
function dataToJSON(e2){ 

var data = JSON.parse(e2.currentTarget.result); 
processData(data); 

 
} 

 
    fileReader.readAsText(files[0]); 
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} 
 
var jsonDataPrevious; 
var tx=0, ty=0; 
var ss=1; 
 
function zoomHandler() { 

tx = d3.event.translate[0]; 
ty = d3.event.translate[1]; 
ss = d3.event.scale; 

 
var slt = document.getElementById('infoApp'); 
if (jsonDataPrevious['type'] == 'TSNE') 

slt.innerHTML = "T-SNE DATA - FILE: " + fileName + " - ZOOM LEVEL "+ ss.toFixed(2) +"x"; 
else if (jsonDataPrevious['type'] == 'SMAP') 

slt.innerHTML = "UMAP DATA - FILE: " + fileName + " - ZOOM LEVEL "+ ss.toFixed(2) +"x" 
 

var circles = d3.selectAll("circle")[0]; 
for (var i = 0; i < circles.length; i++){ 

if (jsonDataPrevious['type'] == 'SMAP'){ 
var cx = finalPosition[circles[i].attributes.arrayPos.value][0] * 200 *ss + tx; 
var cy = finalPosition[circles[i].attributes.arrayPos.value][1] * 200 *ss + ty; 

 
d3.select(circles[i]) 

.attr("cx", cx) 

.attr("cy", cy); 
}else if (jsonDataPrevious['type'] == 'TSNE'){ 

 
var cx = Y[circles[i].attributes.arrayPos.value][0] * 200 *ss + tx; 
var cy = Y[circles[i].attributes.arrayPos.value][1] * 200 *ss + ty; 
 
d3.select(circles[i]) 

.attr("cx", cx) 

.attr("cy", cy);  
}else return; 

 
} 
var svgGraph = d3.select("#mainGraphSVG"); 
var labels = svgGraph.selectAll("text")[0]; 
var lines = svgGraph.selectAll("line")[0]; 
for (var i = 0; i < lines.length ; i++){ 

var x1 = d3.select("#"+lines[i].attributes.id.value.substr(4,lines[i].attributes.id.value.length)).attr("cx") 
var x2 = 

d3.select("#"+d3.select("#"+lines[i].attributes.id.value.substr(4,lines[i].attributes.id.value.length)).attr("brother")).attr("cx") 
var y1 = d3.select("#"+lines[i].attributes.id.value.substr(4,lines[i].attributes.id.value.length)).attr("cy") 
var y2 = 

d3.select("#"+d3.select("#"+lines[i].attributes.id.value.substr(4,lines[i].attributes.id.value.length)).attr("brother")).attr("cy") 
d3.select(lines[i]) 

.attr("x1", x1) 

.attr("x2", x2) 

.attr("y1", y1) 

.attr("y2", y2); 
} 
 
for (var i = 0; i < labels.length - 1; i++){ 

var x1 = d3.select("#"+lines[i].attributes.id.value.substr(4,lines[i].attributes.id.value.length)).attr("cx")
 

var y1 = d3.select("#"+lines[i].attributes.id.value.substr(4,lines[i].attributes.id.value.length)).attr("cy")
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d3.select(labels[i]) 

.attr("x", x1)  

.attr("y", y1); 
} 
 

} 
 
 
function processData(jsonData){ 

jsonDataPrevious = jsonData; 
finalPosition = []; 
ss=1; 

 
document.getElementById('toolPanel').style.display = "none"; 
detSVG = document.getElementById('dataDetailSVG'); 
detSVG.innerHTML = ""; 
graphSVG = document.getElementById('mainGraphSVG'); 
graphSVG.innerHTML = ""; 

 
for (var i = 0; i < jsonData.content.length; ++i){ 

jsonData.content[i].pos = i + 1; 
} 
var lineOffset = 80; 
var svgDetail = d3.select("#dataDetailSVG"); 

 
svgDetail.append("g") 

.attr("transform", "translate(10, -24)")  
 

g = svgDetail.select("g") 
.selectAll("rect") 
.data(jsonData.content) 
.enter() 
.append("rect") 

.attr("id", function(d, i) { return 'r_c_'+i; }) 

.attr("x", 0) 

.attr("y", function(d) { return (d.pos * lineOffset) - 10; }) 

.attr("width","2000") 

.attr("height","60") 

.attr("style","fill:rgb(100,100,100)"); 
 

svgDetail.selectAll("rect").style('display', 'none'); 
 

g = svgDetail.select("g") 
.selectAll("text") 
.data(jsonData.content) 
.enter() 
.append("text") 

.attr("x", function(d) { return 10; }) 

.attr("y", function(d) { return d.pos * lineOffset; }) 

.attr("id", function(d, i) { return 'c_'+i;}) 

.attr("sel", "no")  

.attr("onclick", "textClickManager(this, false)") 

.style("cursor","pointer") 

.append('tspan') 
.attr('x', 0) 
.attr('dy', 5) 
.attr('style', 'fill: '+color3) 
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.attr('onmouseover', function(d) { return 'showText("'+d.f1+'","'+d.f2+'")'; }) 

.attr('onmouseout', function(d) { return 'showText("","")'; }) 

.text(function(d, i) { return 'c_'+i; }) 
.append('tspan') 

.attr('x', 0) 

.attr('dy', 20) 

.attr('style', 'fill: black') 

.text(function(d) { return d.f1; }) 
.append('tspan') 

.attr('x', 0) 

.attr('dy', 20) 

.attr('style', 'fill: black') 

.text(function(d) { return d.f2; }); 
 

var svgGraph = d3.select("#mainGraphSVG"); 
 
var zoomListener = d3.behavior.zoom() 
      .scaleExtent([0.1, 10]) 
      .center([0,0]) 
      .on("zoom", zoomHandler); 
zoomListener(svgGraph); 

 
svgGraph.append("g") 

.attr("transform", "translate("+ (svgGraph.style("width").replace("px", "") / 2 ) + ", "+ 
(svgGraph.style("height").replace("px", "") / 2 ) + ")"); 

 
 
var data = []; 
var dataDraw = []; 

 
for (var i = 0; i < jsonData.content.length; i++){ 

 
data.push(jsonData.content[i].weights_f1); 
data.push(jsonData.content[i].weights_f2); 
dataDraw.push({'color': color1, 'f1': jsonData.content[i].f1, 'f2': jsonData.content[i].f2, 'labelId': 'c_'+ i, 'tagId' : 

'c_'+ i + '_1', 'block' : 'c_' + i, 'id' : 'c1_'+ i, 'brother' : 'c2_'+ i, 'arrayPos': i*2}) 
dataDraw.push({'color': color2, 'f1': jsonData.content[i].f1, 'f2': jsonData.content[i].f2, 'labelId': 'c_'+ i, 'tagId' : 

'c_'+ i + '_1', 'block' : 'c_' + i, 'id' : 'c2_'+ i, 'brother' : 'c1_'+ i, 'arrayPos': (i*2)+1}) 
} 

 
g = svgGraph.select("g") 

.selectAll("circle") 

.data(dataDraw) 

.enter() 

.append("circle") 
.attr("cx", function(d, i) {return 0}) 

 .attr("cy", function(d, i) {return 0}) 
 .attr("r", function(d) {return 5}) 
 .attr("id", function(d) {return d.id}) 
 .attr('onmouseover', function(d) { return 'showText("'+d.f1+'","'+d.f2+'")'; }) 

.attr('onmouseout', function(d) { return 'showText("","")'; }) 
 .attr("brother", function(d) {return d.brother}) 
 .attr("arrayPos", function(d) {return d.arrayPos}) 
 .attr("onclick", function(d) {return "textClickManager('"+d.labelId+"', true)"}) 
 .attr("fill", function(d) {return d.color}) 
 .style("cursor","pointer"); 

 
g = svgGraph.select("g")   
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.selectAll("text") 

.data(dataDraw) 

.enter() 
 .append("text") 
 .attr("x", function(d) { return 0; }) 

.attr("y", function(d) { return 0; }) 

.attr("id", function(d) {return 'l_'+d.id}) 

.style("display", "none") 

.text(function(d, i) { return d.block; }); 
 

g = svgGraph.select("g")   
.selectAll("line") 
.data(dataDraw) 
.enter() 

 .append("line") 
 .attr("x1", function(d) { return 0; }) 

.attr("y1", function(d) { return 0; }) 

.attr("x2", function(d) { return 20; }) 

.attr("y2", function(d) { return 20; }) 

.attr("id", function(d) {return 'l_l_'+d.id}) 

.style("display", "none") 

.style("stroke", "black"); 
 

 
if (jsonData['type'] == 'SMAP'){ 

document.getElementById("tsneControls").style.display = "none"; 
var transitionsFinished = 0;  
var circles = d3.selectAll("circle")[0]; 
var xMax = -10000000; 
var xMin = 10000000; 
var yMax = -10000000; 
var yMin = 10000000; 
for (var i = 0; i < circles.length; i++){ 

if (xMax < data[i][0]) xMax = data[i][0]; 
if (xMin > data[i][0]) xMin = data[i][0]; 
if (yMax < data[i][0]) yMax = data[i][1]; 
if (yMin > data[i][0]) yMin = data[i][1]; 

} 
var centerX = (xMin + (xMax - xMin) / 2); 
var centerY = (yMin + (yMax - yMin) / 2);  
for (var i = 0; i < circles.length; i++){ 

d3.select(circles[i]) 
.transition().call(endall, function() { transitionsFinished++; 

isTransFinished(transitionsFinished) }) 
.duration(2000) 
.attr("cx", (data[i][0] - centerX) * 200 * ss + tx) 
.attr("cy", (data[i][1] - centerY)* 200 * ss + ty); 

finalPosition.push([data[i][0] - centerX, data[i][1] - centerY]); 
 

} 
 

var h = parseInt(svgGraph.style("height").replace("px", "")); 
svgGraph.append("text") 

.attr('x', 20) 

.attr('y', h - 8) 

.attr('id', 'infoApp') 

.attr('font-size','35') 

.attr('style','font-weight: bold') 
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.text("UMAP DATA - FILE: " + fileName + " - ZOOM LEVEL "+ ss.toFixed(2) +"x"); 
svgGraph.append("text") 

.attr('x', 20) 

.attr('y', h - 68) 

.attr('id', 'f1Text') 

.attr('font-size','10') 

.attr('fill', color1_2) 

.attr('style','font-weight: bold') 

.text(""); 
svgGraph.append("text") 

.attr('x', 20) 

.attr('y', h - 48) 

.attr('id', 'f2Text') 

.attr('font-size','10') 

.attr('fill', color2_2) 

.attr('style','font-weight: bold') 

.text(""); 
var labels = svgGraph.selectAll("text")[0]; 
var lines = svgGraph.selectAll("line")[0]; 

 
function isTransFinished(transitionsFinished){ 

for (var i = 0; i < lines.length; i++){ 
var brother = document.getElementById(circles[i].attributes.brother.value);; 
var cx = circles[i].attributes.cx.value; 
var cy = circles[i].attributes.cy.value; 
var x2 =  brother.attributes.cx.value; 
var y2 =  brother.attributes.cy.value; 
if (i % 2 == 0) 

d3.select(lines[i]) 
.transition() 
.duration(200) 
.attr("x1", cx) 
.attr("y1", cy) 
.attr("x2", x2) 
.attr("y2", y2); 

 
d3.select(labels[i]) 

.transition() 

.duration(200) 

.attr("x", cx) 

.attr("y", cy);  
 } 
 document.getElementById('toolPanel').style.display = "block"; 

} 
function endall(transition, callback) {  
    if (typeof callback !== "function") throw new Error("Wrong callback in endall"); 
    if (transition.size() === 0) { callback() } 
    var n = 0;  
    transition  
        .each(function() { ++n; })  
        .each("end", function() { if (!--n) callback.apply(this, arguments); });  
}  

  
 

} 
 else if (jsonData['type'] == 'TSNE'){ 
 document.getElementById("tsneControls").style.display = "block"; 

var step = document.getElementById("step").value; 
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svgGraph.append("text") 

.attr('x', 20) 

.attr('y', 40) 

.attr('id', 'infoText') 

.attr('font-size','35') 

.attr('style','font-weight: bold') 

.text("STEPS LEFT: " + step); 
 

var h = parseInt(svgGraph.style("height").replace("px", "")); 
svgGraph.append("text") 

.attr('x', 20) 

.attr('y', h - 8) 

.attr('id', 'infoApp') 

.attr('font-size','35') 

.attr('style','font-weight: bold') 

.text("T-SNE DATA - FILE: " + fileName + " - ZOOM LEVEL "+ ss.toFixed(2) +"x"); 
svgGraph.append("text") 

.attr('x', 20) 

.attr('y', h - 68) 

.attr('id', 'f1Text') 

.attr('font-size','10') 

.attr('fill', color1_2) 

.attr('style','font-weight: bold') 

.text(""); 
svgGraph.append("text") 

.attr('x', 20) 

.attr('y', h - 48) 

.attr('id', 'f2Text') 

.attr('font-size','10') 

.attr('fill', color2_2) 

.attr('style','font-weight: bold') 

.text(""); 
var circles = d3.selectAll("circle")[0]; 
var labels = svgGraph.selectAll("text")[0]; 
var lines = svgGraph.selectAll("line")[0]; 

 
var opt = {epsilon: 10, perplexity : (document.getElementById('perplexity').value / 100) * data.length}; // 

epsilon is learning rate (10 = default) 
var tsne = new tsnejs.tSNE(opt); // create a tSNE instance 
  
// initialize data. 
 
tsne.initDataDist(data); 

 
 
var transitionsFinished = 0; 

 
runner = setInterval(drawFrame, 0); 

 
function isTransFinished(transitionsFinished){ 

if (transitionsFinished == Y.length){ 
for (var i = 0; i < lines.length; i++){ 

var brother = document.getElementById(circles[i].attributes.brother.value);; 
var cx = circles[i].attributes.cx.value; 
var cy = circles[i].attributes.cy.value; 
var x2 =  brother.attributes.cx.value; 
var y2 =  brother.attributes.cy.value; 
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if (i % 2 == 0) 
d3.select(lines[i]) 

.transition() 

.duration(200) 

.attr("x1", cx) 

.attr("y1", cy) 

.attr("x2", x2) 

.attr("y2", y2); 
 

d3.select(labels[i]) 
.transition() 
.duration(200) 
.attr("x", cx) 
.attr("y", cy);  

 } 
 document.getElementById('toolPanel').style.display = "block"; 
 var slt = document.getElementById('infoText'); 

slt.innerHTML = ''; 
} 

} 
function endall(transition, callback) {  
    if (typeof callback !== "function") throw new Error("Wrong callback in endall"); 
    if (transition.size() === 0) { callback() } 
    var n = 0;  
    transition  
        .each(function() { ++n; })  
        .each("end", function() { if (!--n) callback.apply(this, arguments); });  
}  

 
function drawFrame(){ 

tsne.step(); // every time you call this, solution gets better 
Y = tsne.getSolution();  

 
for (var i = 0; i < circles.length; i++){ 

var cx = Y[circles[i].attributes.arrayPos.value][0] * 200 *ss + tx; 
var cy = Y[circles[i].attributes.arrayPos.value][1] * 200 *ss + ty; 

 
d3.select(circles[i]) 

.transition().call(endall, function() { transitionsFinished++; 
isTransFinished(transitionsFinished) }) 

.duration(200) 

.attr("cx", cx) 

.attr("cy", cy);  
 

} 
 

step--; 
if(step > 0){ 

tsne.step(); 
var slt = document.getElementById('infoText'); 
slt.innerHTML = 'STEPS LEFT: '+step; 

} 
 else{ 
 clearInterval(runner); 
  
 }  

 
} 
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} 
 
 
}  
 
function showText(f1, f2){ 

d3.select(document.getElementById('f1Text')) 
.text(f1); 

d3.select(document.getElementById('f2Text')) 
.text(f2); 

} 
</script> 
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